
Monday
11/05/2018

Extra Resources
Attachments
HWWeekof115Due119.pdf
OperationsandDivisionSummativeREVIEWSHEET.docx
Centersweekof11-5.docx

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
insert parenthesis in an
expression to make the
equation true.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Adding parenthesis to

make equations true
• Classwork: inserting

parenthesis practice sheet
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket,
continue working on division
with students based on last
Friday's formative scores

Technology:
--IXL: D.5 & O.3
--iReady: Complete 2
sessions and
quizzes (Record topic and
score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/
Application:

Tuesday
11/06/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
evaluate written expressions.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Evaluating written

expressions - Use PPT
• Classwork: Train the Brain

- Practice 1
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket,
continue working on division
with students based on last
Friday's formative scores

Technology:
--IXL: D.5 & O.3
--iReady: Complete 2
sessions and
quizzes (Record topic and
score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day: None
this week
--Interactive Notebook: Write
in Words Flap Book (Teacher
checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: None this
week

Wednesday
11/07/2018

Early Release

Extra Resources

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
evaluate and write written
expressions.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Evaluating written

expressions
• Classwork: Target

Practice 2
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket,
continue working on division
with students based on last
Friday's formative scores

Technology:
--IXL: D.5 & O.3
--iReady: Complete 2
sessions and
quizzes (Record topic and
score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day: None
this week
--Interactive Notebook: Write
in Words Flap Book (Teacher
checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: None this
week

Thursday
11/08/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Review for Summative - In
class review sheet
Standards

MAFS.5.OA.1 Write and
interpret numerical
expressions.
MAFS.5.OA.1.1 Use
parentheses, brackets, or
braces in numerical
expressions, and evaluate
expressions with these
symbols. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.OA.1.2 Write simple
expressions that record
calculations with numbers,
and interpret numerical
expressions without
evaluating them.

Attachments
OperationsandDivisionReviewBootCamp.docx

Science
LEARNING TARGET:
I can recognize inner/
outer planets as well as
other objects that orbit the
sun and identify the 8
planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: SW work with a

Friday
11/09/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Division & Order of
Operations Summative

Standards
MAFS.5.OA.1 Write and
interpret numerical
expressions.
MAFS.5.OA.1.1 Use
parentheses, brackets, or
braces in numerical
expressions, and evaluate
expressions with these
symbols. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.OA.1.2 Write simple
expressions that record
calculations with numbers,
and interpret numerical
expressions without
evaluating them.
MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find
whole-number quotients of
whole numbers with up to
four-digit dividends and two-
digit divisors, using strategies
based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
multiplication and division.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using
equations, rectangular arrays,
and/or area models. (DOK 2)
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--Problem of the day: None
this week
--Interactive Notebook: Write
in Words Flap Book (Teacher
checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: None this
week
--Task Cards: Order of
Operations Task Cards -
Complete 5 AND Division
Task Cards - Complete
5 (Record on center
recording sheet)
--Application:Order of
Operations Color by
Number (Stable to center
recording sheet)

Extension/Enrichment:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards
--Division & Multiplication,
Operations Board Games
--Smart of the Core Problems

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
braces, brackets, evaluate,
numerical expression,
operation, parentheses, value

Standards
MAFS.5.OA.1.1 Use
parentheses, brackets, or
braces in numerical
expressions, and evaluate
expressions with these
symbols. (DOK 1)
MAFS.5.OA.1.2 Write simple
expressions that record
calculations with numbers,

--Task Cards: Order of
Operations Task Cards -
Complete 5 AND Division
Task Cards - Complete
5 (Record on center
recording sheet)
--Application:Order of
Operations Color by
Number (Stable to center
recording sheet)

Extension/Enrichment:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards
--Division & Multiplication,
Operations Board Games
--Smart of the Core Problems

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
braces, brackets, evaluate,
numerical expression,
operation, parentheses, value
Standards

MAFS.5.OA.1.2 Write simple
expressions that record
calculations with numbers,
and interpret numerical
expressions without
evaluating them.

Attachments
RewritingExpressions.ppt
KeyWords.docx

Science
LEARNING TARGET:
I can recognize inner/
outer planets as well as
other objects that orbit the

--Task Cards: Order of
Operations Task Cards -
Complete 5 AND Division
Task Cards - Complete
5 (Record on center
recording sheet)
--Application:Order of
Operations Color by
Number (Stable to center
recording sheet)

Extension/Enrichment:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards
--Division & Multiplication,
Operations Board Games
--Smart of the Core Problems

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
braces, brackets, evaluate,
numerical expression,
operation, parentheses, value
Standards

MAFS.5.OA.1.2 Write simple
expressions that record
calculations with numbers,
and interpret numerical
expressions without
evaluating them.

Science
LEARNING TARGET:
I can recognize inner/
outer planets as well as
other objects that orbit the
sun and identify the 8
planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: SW will finish up

partner to review for
summative for Friday.

APPLICATION: Work with
partners to review for
summative.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
Atmosphere, asteroid belt,
asteroids, axis, comet,
composition, Earth, gravity,
mass, moon, orbits,
planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar
System, star, star pattern/
constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: Study guide
for Solar System

MAFS.5.NBT.2.5 Fluently
multiply multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard
algorithm. (DOK 1)

Attachments
OperationsandDivisionSummative.docx

Science
LEARNING TARGET:
I can recognize inner/
outer planets as well as
other objects that orbit the
sun and identify the 8
planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Solar System
Summative

APPLICATION: Complete
the assessment.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
Atmosphere, asteroid belt,
asteroids, axis, comet,
composition, Earth, gravity,
mass, moon, orbits,
planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar
System, star, star pattern/
constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: Summative
Assessment
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and interpret numerical
expressions without
evaluating them.

Attachments
OrderofOperationsColorbyNumberFallTheme.pdf
OrderofOperationsTaskCardsParenthesesBracketsBraces5thGradeCCSS.pdf
5thGradeDivisionwithQRCodeFunCommonCore5NBT6.pdf
InsertingParenthesistoMakeTrue.docx

Science
LEARNING TARGET:
I can recognize inner/
outer planets as well as
other objects that orbit the
sun and identify the 8
planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Solar System
Review Escape Room

APPLICATION: SW will
work in groups to review
the solar system using the
escape room game.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
Atmosphere, asteroid belt,
asteroids, axis, comet,
composition, Earth, gravity,
mass, moon, orbits,
planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar
System, star, star pattern/
constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: See the
attached escape room.

sun and identify the 8
planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: VST assessment
Readers theater about
Earth's rotation and
revolution.

APPLICATION: SW work in
small groups reading and
practicing the readers
theater about the Earth's
rotation and revolution.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
Atmosphere, asteroid belt,
asteroids, axis, comet,
composition, Earth, gravity,
mass, moon, orbits,
planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar
System, star, star pattern/
constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: see attached
readers theater.
Attachments
EarthsRotationandRevolutionReadersTheater.pdf

the readers theater with
groups and perform.

APPLICATION: SW perform
for the class the readers
theater.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
Atmosphere, asteroid belt,
asteroids, axis, comet,
composition, Earth, gravity,
mass, moon, orbits,
planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar
System, star, star pattern/
constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: See attached
readers theater from
Tuesday.
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Attachments
CrackingtheClassroomCodeSolarSystemScienceEscapeRoom.pdf
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